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Qy William E, Lasher

TJWW-/WV WORDS

W
riter Wallace Stegr ar has ob> 
served that a comunityY 
garbage dump is a gftod place 
to learn something about its life and cm 

turn. What we choose to throw away 
says a lot about our values.

In language we.choose to throw 
away some very important words, 
usually words that are taboo or words 
that are understood from the context. 11 
you listen carefully to Al Bch.ittelkotte’- 
New# you will notice an impmtont word 
missing from his reports- the word 
“dollar®.” You may hear “The high bid 
on the construction project wus five mil
lion," or "The judge set bail at fifty 
thousand." When you become aware of 
it, the absence of ‘ dollars’’ becomes 
rather. humorous, and you wait to see 
when it will be used. Very low figures, 
such as $120, will usually be read with 
“dollars,” but otherwise the pattern is 
consistent.

Whet would lead someone to throw 
away the word "dollars’’? My first 
thought was that it's a time-saving de
wop on a show where time is crucial. 
Even so, the fact that one of opr news
casters can throw away the word must 
mean that money is a fairly constant 
context for much of what he says and 
much of what we expect to hear. Per
haps that means Cincinnatians are more 
dollar conscious than people in other 
cress, Bui you must reafta that all of us 
often answer a question about mon y 
with something like “One-six;-y.” We as
sume everyone knows we re talking 
about dollars, and we don't bother to 
specify whether we mean $1.60, or $169, 
or llw.000. It’s usually clear from the 
rtaw which wl is founded, and 
t .zjhrow’away tne rest of tho words as 
redundant information.

Letters to the Edftor’are often a 
source of thrown-away words. Letters 
that begin “Some may feel that" or “I 
know many who" have thrown away 
the referent of "some" or "many": is it 
“many men" or "many heart;’ 7 The con
text usually helps, but the reader’s Im
pression is that some fuzzy thinking is 

going on here. We would like to know 
whom these words refer to.

S ime words have been thrown away 
so often, or replaced so regularly by 
euphemisms, that they have become 
like fossils in the language. Death and 
taxes provide some good examples. No 
one says, "Your father died last week, 
didn’t he?" The polite forms are “passed 
away," “passed on," or just "passed." 
More often, nothing is said directly 
abort the death: “Pm sorry—I just 
hoard."

Taxes are a constant source of 
euphemism in our language—! only re
cently discovered that my “Social Se
curity contributions" were actually 
taxes. The President has taken to dis
cussions of “revenue enhancements," 
meaning new taxes to take up the alack 
when the old ones are reduced.

Politicians, experts in the field of 
euphemism, also have a highly de
veloped sense of words to be thrown 
away—words like “taxes," of course, 
and "depression," and "war," remem
bering that our last official war ended 
in 1945,

Unlike baseball managers, Cabinet 
officials are never fired—they resign. 
And the Watergate investigation uncov
ered another interesting word for the 
garbage heap: "lying." Although there 
wore many anguished discussions of 
"perjury” among the accused, there was 
no djseussion of lying. Only perjury will 
get you a tern? In prison. '

There are, I suppose, other words 
that are thrown on our linguistic gar
bage dump from time to time. Some are 
words that have lost their usefulness, 
like “dray" or “adze,” and are not likely 
to 're reclaimed by the ragpickers. 
Others are painful but sometimes neces
sary, like "wrong” or "bad." And a few 
are not so much painful as just difficult 
to say, words that we would rather ex
plain than utter, words like "yes" and 
“no." |B
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